
Problem:  
Ports around the world operate at various states of effi-

ciency. Currently the most efficient ports tend to be Chi-

nese. Our poster will examine Intermodal  Sea to Rail  op-

erations across  the United States, Europe, and China. 

The goal is to analyze what makes these ports successful 

in regard to their respective Sea to Rail Operations and 

how those processes can be  implemented into other 

ports across the world and  future ports.  

 

Analysis: 

To start, Los Angeles is the port with the most potential 

for growth, but it is the one that is the most behind out 

of the world major ports. It is important in the small eco-

system of the United States, but a vigorous investment by 

the State of California may be what the port and the 

United States at large needs to be taken seriously on the 

international stage. Especially by focusing on Intermodal 

Connectivity. 

Ningbo-Zhoushan is the premier example of a modern 

port. It’s big glaring flaw and that of most Chinese enter-

prises has always been the lack of focus on sustainability. 

The algorithms, overall technology level, and the opera-

tions of the port itself are among the best in the world. It 

is not the best port in China, but it takes in the best as-

pects of the other major ports in Shenzhen, Shanghai, 

etc. Most importantly, Intermodal Connectivity is prized 

and continually allows the port to improve its efficiency 

as can be seen by its consistent improvement in the flows 

it takes. It will likely soon top the world’s ports in the 

next decade as a result.   

The Port of Hamburg, while not the most impressive as 

compared to the Asiatic ports, leads in one clear KPI: Sus-

tainability. Sustainability is the future and the holistic ap-

proach European ports and especially Hamburg take is 

the best model for gradual development. Economic in-

centive will follow holistic development. It is the most 

well-balanced of the three case study ports.  

 

Conclusion: 

More than 80 percent of global merchandise trade is 

done by sea. Based on our container port performance 

index, Asian ports are the most efficient in the world. 

These were rated based on many metrics making it com-

parable to the United states and Europe. One of the most 

important metrics was port infrastructure which was a 

key contributor to growth in these ports. A second metric 

was port operations which had a direct impact on sup-

plies in the country. A last metric which was minutes per 

container move showed there was a large discrepancy 

across worldwide with Asia leading worldwide. All 

around the ports in Asia are leaders in technology, opera-

tions, infrastructure and efficiency.  

The Port of Ningbo-Zhoushan 

Port of Ningbo-Zhoushan is one of the most advanced ports in China if not the 

world. Technologically, by volume, and by its integration into the greater Chinese 

supply chain the port continues to advance rapidly with the strong backing of the 

Chinese government. This progress is directly linked with the increasing ratio of all 

containers at the ports being attached with its rail system creating an essential in-

termodal connectivity. This is further backed up by state funding to its rail system 

and especially those lines that are connected to the port.  

The Future 

The essential prioritization of this port-rail intermodal synthesis is the  clearest pathway for-

ward. The main area for improvement is that of sustainability and as China modernizes fur-

ther this aspect of their economy that creates a favorable outlook that they will adopt the 

sustainability aspects of countries that value it. The assurance being its value to their own 

long-term goals. As, at the end of the day, the movement of goods efficiently, technological 

innovation, and finally sustainability are directly linked to profits it is without question that 

the economically vociferous Chinese will be one of those at the forefront if not the leader of 

the pack when it comes to port and economic development. 

The Port of Los Angeles 

The Port of Los Angeles has America’s most extensive and modern network of on-dock and near-dock rail services 

connecting the U.S. imports and exports to international markets. About 35% of intermodal containers utilize the 

Port’s rail network, which includes one near-dock railyard and five on-dock railyards that serve the Port's seven 

container terminals. The use of on-dock rail is growing annually.  

Approximately 26% of all cargo moving through the Port utilizes the on-dock rail network. Cooperatively designed 

by the Port, its customers and the transcontinental railroads, all on-dock facilities: Expedite cargo by building high-

speed nonstop unit trains bound for the same destination maximize operational efficiency and safety by their loca-

tion in the backland area of Port container terminals 

Incorporate storage tracks near loading tracks for maximum operating efficiency and throughput capacity 

Reduce truck traffic volumes on the freeways that serve the Port for commercial and commuter traffic to flow Accom-

modate various types of container-lift equipment, including rubber-tire gantry cranes, rail-mounted gantry cranes, 

reach stackers and top picks 

Feature security fencing and lighting that meet U.S. Customs and Border Protection requirements 

Incorporate heavy-duty paving and comprehensive fire protection measures 

Reduce harmful emissions by eliminating truck trips and using loading equipment and locomotive that run on 

electricity and clean fuel systems  

The Port of Hamburg 
By rail in 2020, 46.6 million tone’s of goods had been transported in the 
Port of Hamburg. The network of the port’s railway tracks were at about 
300 kilometers which integrates 750 set points, the railway tracks operates 
with over 5,500 railcars and 200 goods train daily with optimum efficiency. 
The rail network are also connected by the multi-purpose and bulk cargo 
terminals. On the tracks of the port’s, over 160 logistics companies current-
ly operate. 120 kilometers of additional track are located in 80 private sid-
ings which are owned by logistics, industrial and cargo handling companies. 

Transported volume of 47 million tons, including 2.6 million TEU, Hamburg 
accounts for twelve per cent of national rail freight traffic which makes it 
immensely significant for the German rail freight traffic. Each working day, 
approximately 200 freight trains leave or reach the port. Every day, the net-
work of the port’s railway is used by around 5,500 freight wagons. 

Rail lines in the European Union 
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